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Whale of a time... 
Two South Coast men have had 

the "experience of a 
lifetime"...playing with a whale 
in its own element! 

Brothers Andrew and John Baker between them were able to splash and pat the Southern Right from their boat off Encounter Bay on Sunday morning... and swim with the 28-30 foot mammal. 
Andrew Baker, from Middleton, said what began as curiosity on behalf of the huge youngster developed into play once both parties were sure that they were in no danger. "We were so elated by the experiernce there was no concern that the whale would be a problem," said John Baker, of Victor Harbor. 
The episode began as they first saw the whale about 9.50a.m. in the area between Right Island and The Bluff, and went towards that area in their boat for a closer look, said Andrew. 
The whale surfaced nearby and soon after passed underneath the craft, just inches below it. This he believed to be curiosity. The boat and the whale travelled a parallel course, the whale surfacing whenever the boat 's engine was turned off. 
"We were not pursuing him, just giving him the opportunity to come closer," said Andrew, who subsequently reported the whale's presence to fisheries officer Mr John Pillar and was able to provide drawings of the whale 's markings by which individual Southern Rights can be identified. The whale did, in fact, venture closer, swimming around and under the boat for a time before moving in so near that the two were able to splash it in play.The whale in turn deliberately positioned itself to blow 

over them. John Baker was allowed to pat the whale on its nose from the boat, and then Andrew joined the whale in the water for about 10 minutes. 
Three men from Christies Beach approached in another boat and also swam with the whale for about 10 minutes. 
The s w i m m e r s w e r e at t i m e s up to 

two feet from the whale, and Andrew Baker added that it did not seem to want them any closer than that in the water. 
He said that both boats had to leave the area just after 11a.m. "or we would have stayed there with the whale" , which they last saw heading east towards Granite Island. 

Andrew and John Baker. 


